
RSA QDirect 
QDirect from Rochester Software Associates, Inc. (RSA) is a comprehensive 
print job manager used to control workflow, account for and route jobs, and 
manage print destinations across your entire enterprise. 
 

Manage Multiple Data Streams.  Are you 
struggling to manage multiple data streams, sources, 
file types, and printers? Are you looking to move from 
legacy data streams to PostScript or PDF? To run an 
optimized print environment, it is necessary to utilize 
versatile technology that can accept jobs from multiple 
sources and output to multiple destinations. After all, 
jobs come from the mainframe as well as the network. 
Does this sound like your business?  Choosing 
technology that handles it all makes the difference for 
efficiency and profitability. RSA QDirect streamlines 
production and distribution ensuring more jobs get in, 
through, and completed in less time. 
 
Centralize Your Workflow. QDirect controls the 
workflow, routes jobs, and manages print queues 
throughout your production environment, while driving 
productivity and reducing mainframe dependency. 
This highly customizable system consolidates jobs 
from data centers, departments, and desktops to a 
single centralized, point and distributes the output to 
production, workgroups, desktop printers, or servers. 
QDirect can manage a job’s workflow regardless of 
where it originates or where it must ultimately end up 
while offering document enhancement capabilities 
including adding bar codes and banner pages.  
 
Intelligent Job Routing. The QDirect server acts 
as a single pass through point for all mainframe and 
network jobs. As jobs are submitted to QDirect they 
are tagged with requirements. Intelligent job routing 
occurs based on the attributes of each job such as 
priority, page count, or simplex/duplex, and the 
capabilities of the destination printers. QDirect then 
determines which printer is available and routes the 
job to the appropriate queue, or holds it for operator 
release. Flood control provides universal load 
balancing, preventing print destination overload. Jobs 
are spooled until you are ready and then evenly 
distributed across production printers.  
 
Integrate Costing Data. QDirect captures detailed 
accounting information and integrates with third-party 
document accounting solutions, enabling enterprise-
wide chargeback for both distributed and centralized 
printing. With comprehensive job logging, each 
attribute tracked is logged. 
 

Workflow Integration 
 
To help you be successful in growing 
your digital print business, imagePRESS 
Workflow Solutions focus on six critical 
areas, one of which is Workflow 
Integration. 
 
Shortening job turnaround time is crucial 
to the success of your production 
environment. Our workflow integration 
solutions are designed to automate 
processes to increase efficiency, 
productivity, profitability, and streamline 
jobs through your shop quickly. We are 
also committed to having our solutions 
leverage the investment that you have 
made with your workflow, which will help 
shorten learning curves and serve your 
customers better.  

Deliver. Connect. Simplify. 



Rules Based Job Routing with Printer 
Monitoring. Gain efficiency with intelligent job 
routing that automatically sends jobs to the best 
available printer. Printers can report system status 
back to QDirect via SNMP.  
 
Integrate with RSA Products. QDirect can be 
implemented as a standalone product (QDirect Print 
Server) or integrate QDirect Enterprise Output 
Manager with RSA solutions to transform legacy data 
streams, enable online job submission, and even 
Scan to Print Center job submission directly from 
Canon MEAP enabled MultiFunction Printers. 
 
Reprint Without Reprocessing. Jobs are 
archived on the QDirect server so it’s easy to reprint 
jobs without processing delays at the host, saving 
time and costly reprinting at the source.  
 
Automate for Efficiency. Streamline your 
printing process by automatically matching and 
releasing jobs to the most efficient destination. 
 
 

 

QDirect Enterprise Output Manager provides the print center with 
centralized job management. 
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